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Abstract— Online shopping is now a habit for the coming 

youth and other segment. Peoples now depends heavily upon 

online shopping for the daily needs and other luxurious and 

non-luxurious items. Though still lots of people are lack the 

trust and faith in online shopping and are more concern 

towards offline shopping i.e. visiting to the shop and buying 

the product by their own. Online shopping mainly focused on 

convenience and comfort which encourages consumers to 

purchase products online. Buyers can make purchases 

without leaving the comfort of their home. Buyers still have 

lots of delivery options from which they can chose the best 

option as per their convenience and also can select the 

payment mode of their choice. In this paper a comparative 

study is being done between online and offline shopping to 

analyse the changing trends of shopping in Chhattisgarh. The 

data of this research paper mainly based upon secondary data. 

This study purely based upon over Chhattisgarh shopping 

trend. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the increasing use of internet and smartphone there 

comes an explosion of e-retail stores and online payment 

systems which has encourage  more and more people to show 

their interest towards online shopping rather than tradition 

mode. Online shopping in the recent year have seen drastic 

boost in the term of buyers and also the new norms and 

encouraging offers and schemes has attracted more and more 

buyer to fully utilize the market. Online shopping. In 2021 

alone, the number of online shoppers have risen to more 

than 2.14 billion, i.e. approximately 28% of the global 

population. If the same patterns continue to grow in India we 

can see around more than 60 percent population will move 

towards regular online shopping of various necessary 

commodity. Chhattisgarh is a one of the latest developed and 

new state in compare to other states in India, keeling this fact 

in mind. Chhattisgarh is one of the fastest developing state in 

India due to its demographics location and available natural 

resource. The market of Chhattisgarh has shown promising 

signs to the new online shopping companies and other similar 

approaches which has been seen in the form of changing trend 

in Chhattisgarh in past recent years.  

II. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

The research paper has following objectives: 

1) Comparative study of pre co-vid and post co-vid trend of 

online shopping in Chhattisgarh. 

2) To analyse the trend of flip kart in recent 4 year in India.  

3) To determine the attributes factor encourages to online 

shopping in Chhattisgarh. 

III. ATTRIBUTE MOTIVATES THE ONLINE SHOPPING IN CG 

The growth of e-commerce in Chhattisgarh if a result of 

following factors or changes that has taken place in recent 

year. The major attributes are: 

1) Fast and Reliable Internet 

2) Smartphone revolution 

3) Cheap telecom charges (specially Data packs) 

4) Interest of prospect towards digital world 

5) Ubiquity of internet. 

 The iniquitousness of internet access has extended 

the retail playing field, making it easy for individuals and 

businesses to sell products without geographic limitation. 

Now people are freer and more faithful towards online 

shopping which is converting the people towards. 

A. Fast and Reliable Internet 

Since, the introduction of Mobile kranti scheme by 

Government of India. The telecom companies have expanded 

their network circle which have drastically bring revolution 

in the form high speed and reliable net which have directly 

benefited the smartphone users. 

B. Smartphone Revolution 

As per the report of Government of India since 2016, there is 

an increase in the sales of smartphone which indicates that 

common people are now getting aware regarding the new 

uses of smartphones.in 2017 flip kart recorded highest 

amount of smartphone sales in a month. The new features and 

facilities provided by new phones is also one of the reasons 

that encourages the motto of ecommerce in India. 

C. Cheap Telecom Charges (Data Packs) 

With the arrival of Jio telecom services in 2017, there comes 

the stage of cut throat competition among all the telecom 

company to provide the customer more and more services in 

cheaper rates. 

D. Ubiquity of Internet 

Availability of internet everywhere has brought a revolution 

in the Indian digital world. people get free of cost high speed 

internet everywhere, whether it is railway station, shopping 

mall or other Famous public place, everywhere shop owner 

are providing their customer with high-speed internet to 

attract them to visit again and again to their shop. This is 

having a direct impact over people surfing for online product 

and other shopping site, which not only save time but also 

provide them with variety of product line. 

E. Interest of Prospect towards Digital World 

Digital world is transforming everyday and the attraction of 

digital world result in the form of prospect looking for new 

products for shopping as well as spending more and more 

time in internet surfing. The interest and surfing of internet 

results in the demand arousal for the customer and this 

attraction finally converts into buying behaviour one day. 

https://www.oberlo.com/statistics/how-many-people-shop-online
https://influencermarketinghub.com/what-is-ecommerce/
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IV. REVENUE OF FLIP KART FROM 2018-2021 

 
Source: Statistica.com 

In compare to 2018 flip kart have seen a drastic increase in 

revenue from 2019 to 2021. The major reason behind this is 

the scare of Covid 20 which have force the people to top for 

safer approach while purchasing new product i.e., opting for 

online shopping to avoid human contact hence providing 

them connect less shopping. Even the approach of E 

commerce shopping companies has created the decision 

making for the customer easier and one sided.as per the report 

of statistica in 2018 the revenue generation of flip kart is 220 

which rise up to 435 in 2019 but due to corona people are 

more interested in buying the same product online instead of 

going for the offline mode. 

V. ADVANTAGE OF ONLINE SHOPPING OVER OFFLINE 

SHOPPING 

1) Save time. 

2) Save traveling expense.  

3) Variety of product appear in front without moving to any 

place. 

4) Deep Detail of the product available without purchasing. 

5) Customer review which helps to make final decision 

regarding its purchasing or not purchasing. 

6) Easy return policy in case customer not happy with the 

product. 

VI. PRE AND POST SCENARIO OF ONLINE SHOPPING IN 

CHHATTISGARH 

Prior to covid peoples are more satisfy with purchasing of 

product via offline mode because they feel that product is 

something which they want to see in real before going for the 

buying decision but with the attack of covid 19 virus, all the 

myth has been broken down as more and more people feels 

that virtual market is also one of the best ways to purchase the 

same product without muck of the Hussle and problems with 

smooth and simple return policy. The simple norm and rules 

of return policy after corona virus attack has boost the growth 

of online shopping in Chhattisgarh. Now the fear of people 

that they will face any fraud and all while going for online 

mode of shopping has gone from the mind of people and this 

has been directly resulted in intense growth of revenue of 

online shopping companies and resulted in heavy profit 

making by them. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The trend of online shopping in Chhattisgarh has seen drastic 

growth over last 3 year, one of the reasons behind this is covid 

19 factor, but also other attributes discussed in this paper are 

responsible for the growth. It can be said that in coming 

future, online services will be the key for all the segment and 

all the categories. The growth of flip kart and other online 

services as well as the introduction of new companies trying 

to move into the online sector is a indicator that future world 

will see a cut throat competition for market share in online 

sector, who will lead the market will be decided through the 

norm & policy and better customer interaction of the 

companies.  
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